ABBREVIATIONS AC = anterior commissure; ADL = activities of daily living; BOLD = blood oxygenation level-dependent; DBS = deep brain stimulation; DMN = defaultmode network; DTI = diffusion tensor imaging; ET = essential tremor; FEW = family-wise error; IC = interconnectivity; ICA = independent component analysis; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute; PC = posterior commissure; rs-fMRI = resting-state functional MRI; SMA = supplementary motor area; SRS = stereotactic radiosurgery; SRS-T = SRS thalamotomy; TSTH = tremor score on the treated hand; Vim = ventral intermediate nucleus. (Vim). The aim of the present study was to evaluate potential correlations between pretherapeutic interconnectivity (IC), as depicted on resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI), and MR signature volume at 1 year after Vim SRS for tremor, to be able to potentially identify hypo-and hyperresponders based only on pretherapeutic neuroimaging data. METHODS Seventeen consecutive patients with ET were included, who benefitted from left unilateral SRS thalamotomy (SRS-T) between September 2014 and August 2015. Standard tremor assessment and rs-fMRI were acquired pretherapeutically and 1 year after SRS-T. A healthy control group was also included (n = 12). Group-level independent component analysis (ICA; only n = 17 for pretherapeutic rs-fMRI) was applied. The mean MR signature volume was 0.125 ml (median 0.063 ml, range 0.002-0.600 ml). The authors correlated baseline IC with 1-year MR signatures within all networks. A 2-sample t-test at the level of each component was first performed in two groups: group 1 (n = 8, volume < 0.063 ml) and group 2 (n = 9, volume ≥ 0.063 ml). These groups did not statistically differ by age, duration of symptoms, baseline ADL score, ADL point decrease at 1 year, time to tremor arrest, or baseline tremor score on the treated hand (TSTH; p > 0.05). An ANOVA was then performed on each component, using individual subject-level maps and continuous values of 1-year MR signatures, correlated with pretherapeutic IC. RESULTS Using 2-sample t-tests, two networks were found to be statistically significant: network 3, including the brainstem, motor cerebellum, bilateral thalamus, and left supplementary motor area (SMA) (p FWE = 0.004, cluster size = 94), interconnected with the red nucleus (MNI -2, -22, -32); and network 9, including the brainstem, posterior insula, bilateral thalamus, and left SMA (p FWE = 0.002, cluster size = 106), interconnected with the left SMA (MNI 24, -28, 44). Higher pretherapeutic IC was associated with higher MR volumes, in a network including the anterior default-mode network and bilateral thalamus (ANOVA, p FWE = 0.004, cluster size = 73), interconnected with cerebellar lobule V . Moreover, in the same network, radiological hyporesponders presented with negative IC values. CONCLUSIONS These findings have clinical implications for predicting MR signature volumes after SRS-T. Here, using
E ssEntial tremor (ET) is the most common movement disorder in adults. 24 The clinical manifestation of ET is gradual tremor appearance, predominantly in the upper extremities, although the head, voice, legs, and trunk can also be involved. 10, 11 Several hypotheses exist, but the underlying pathophysiology of ET remains unknown. The most common hypothesis presumes that tremor is generated by abnormal oscillations within the motor cortex, the corresponding contralateral motor thalamic area, and the cerebellum, as parts of what is called the "tremor network." 5, 16, 20 Targeting part of this network, in particular at the level of the ventral intermediate nucleus (Vim) of the thalamus, leads to good therapeutic responses. 3 Drug-resistant ET can benefit from standard stereotactic procedures, including Vim deep brain stimulation (DBS) 3 and radiofrequency thermocoagulation, 18, 30 with immediate clinical effect. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) aiming at the same target (Vim) is a minimally invasive alternative with three main limitations: indirect targeting, no intraoperative confirmation by electrophysiology, and delayed clinical and radiological effect. 7, 22, 25, 40 More recently, as an alternative to radiofrequency thermocoagulation, high-intensity focused ultrasound has emerged as a therapeutic option. 12, 13 Resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) is a noninvasive neuroimaging technique that is able to detect fluctuations in blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal in the absence of a task, stimulus, or any other explicit attentional demands. 17 This is based on the assumption that the brain is active in the absence of a task, primarily driven by internal dynamics, with external events modulating rather than determining the activity of the system. 17 Resting-state fMRI has been successfully used for understanding many pathophysiological conditions, including movement disorders. 4, 5, 16 Functional connectivity or interconnectivity (IC)-if within a functional network-has been defined as a measure of temporal dependencies of neuronal activation between anatomically distant brain regions.
In the present study, we attempted to correlate pretherapeutic IC-depicted in rs-fMRI within large-scale distributed neuronal networks-with MR signature volume 1 year after SRS thalamotomy (SRS-T) for ET. This particular aspect could be of potential clinical interest, as recent studies have shown a correlation between this volume and clinical improvement, in the sense that higher volumes are related to better therapeutic responses. 8, 39 Moreover, in a small number of cases, higher MR reactions can be accompanied by edema and/or symptoms, with a need for further corticosteroid therapy. There are no data in the current literature with regard to factors potentially correlating with these MR reactions. Our purpose was to be able to detect, based only on pretherapeutic neuroimaging, particular functional patient profiles that might be characteristic for higher MR signature volumes. Our hypothesis was that changes within the previously described "tremor axis" are responsible for a variation in the final MR signature volume, despite standard radiosurgical targeting. We use a methodology implying no prior hypothesis, and so our findings could shed new light on this rather complex radiobiological aspect of SRS-T.
Methods

Patients
Seventeen consecutive patients with ET and 12 healthy controls were included. All had right-sided drug-resistant tremor, treated only with left unilateral SRS-T in Marseille, France, between September 2014 and August 2015. We acquired formal approval from the Ethical Committee (at CHU Timone). All patients gave written informed consent. A neurologist who specialized in movement disorders (T.W.) referred the patients. Patients with bilateral procedures, other types of tremor, previous right SRS-T, epilepsy, ischemic attacks, etc., were excluded. The main indications for SRS-T rather than stereotactic DBS or thalamotomy were medical comorbidities, advanced age, and patient refusal of DBS.
Patient neuroimaging evaluation was performed using a standard protocol and a single 3-T MRI machine (Siemens Skyra). The sequences used included T1-weighted and resting-state fMRI, at both baseline and 1 year after the intervention (n = 17 × 2). A standard clinical protocol at both time points supplemented the previous neuroimaging protocol.
The mean age for patients with ET was 70.1 years (range 49-82 years) and for healthy controls was 69.3 (range 59-83 years, p > 0.05, 2-sample t-test). The mean time to decrease in tremor amplitude was 3.32 ± 2.7 months (range 0.5-10 months). The mean duration of symptoms was 38 years (range 6-70 years).
Clinical Evaluation and Outcome Measures
Every 3 months after SRS-T we (T.W. and J.R.) performed a clinical evaluation. Tremor severity was assessed using the questionnaire designed by Bain et al. 2 (e.g., activities of daily living [ADL]) 2 and was also evaluated using the tremor score on the treated hand (TSTH) for the right side, from the Fahn-Tolosa-Marin tremor rating scale 14 (see Table 1 for demographic data).
SRS-T Procedure
We first acquired nonstereotactic images, including diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), the day before SRS-T. DTI was further coregistered with the stereotactic sequences. After application of the Leksell coordinate G frame (Elekta AB), patients underwent both CT and MRI before Tuleasca et al.
SRS. All Vim radiosurgery was performed by same neurosurgeon (J.R.) using the Leksell GammaPlan software (Elekta Instruments AB). On MR ventriculography (T2 constructive interference in steady-state/fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition sequences) we defined the anterior and posterior commissure (AC and PC). We conducted indirect targeting using standard methodology according to Guiot's diagram, placed 2.5 mm above the AC-PC line and 11 mm lateral to the wall of the third ventricle. A single 4-mm isocenter was used. The maximal prescription dose was 130 Gy at the 100% isodose line. We additionally used beam channel blocking to optimize the dose gradient toward the internal capsule. 23, 35, 37, 38, 40 
Clinical Characteristics
The male/female ratio was 5:12. The mean ADL point decrease at 1 year after SRS-T was -23.06 ± 11.9 (range 2 to -45) and for TSTH was -11.4 ± 4.1 (range -4 to -19; Table 1 ).
Radiological Answer: MR Signature After Thalamotomy (1 Year After SRS-T)
The MR signature volume was individually evaluated on T1-weighted Gd contrast-enhanced MRI 1 year after SRS-T, which is considered the definitive radiological answer according to our previously published experiment. 39 To be sure that we accurately calculated the corresponding volume, each patient's MRI at 1 year after SRS-T was imported into Leksell GammaPlan software. This MRI was coregistered with therapeutic images. Using GammaPlan segmentation tools, we drew the individual volumes and further calculated them. The mean volume was 0.125 ± 0.162 ml (median 0.063 ml, range 0.002-0.600 ml; Fig.  1 ). The 90-Gy isodose line, which corresponds to the final MR signature in our experience, 29, 39 was projected to the 1-year result and perfectly matched the MR signature. There was no correlation between thalamotomy volume and ADL decrease (p > 0.05), but there was with TSTH decrease (p = 0.01).
MRI Data Acquisition
MRI data acquisition was performed on a head-only Siemens Skyra, a 32-channel, receive-only, phased-array head coil, without contrast (before radiosurgery) and with Gd contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (after radiosurgery) and resting-state fMRI images. The following parameters were used: 1) for T1-weighted imaging, TR/TE 2300/2.98 msec, isotropic voxel 1 mm 3 , and 160 slices; and 2) for T2*-weighted fast echo planar imaging (BOLD contrast, before the Gd injection), TR/TE 3.3 sec/30 msec/90°, voxel size 4 × 4 × 4 mm 3 , 300 volumes obtained per subject, and 46 interleaved axial slices. The rs-fMRI experiments, obtained with no explicit task, consisted of a 10-minute run in which participants were asked to relax with their eyes closed, without falling asleep or engaging in tasks. Additionally, a field map was obtained to correct for the effect of field inhomogeneity.
Resting-State fMRI Data Preprocessing and Motion Scrubbing
The processing of fMRI data was completed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM version 12, http://www. fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/; Welcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging). Functional scans were realigned to the first scan of the series. Motion is an important potential confound- ing factor, especially in patients with movement disorders. Regarding this issue, we computed the standard Power's framewise displacement index for each time point. 28 When this index exceeded 0.5 mm, the corresponding frame was "scrubbed" along with the one proceeding it and the two following ones (a total of 5 for one time point exceeding the upper limit allowed). We only considered the remaining frames for further analysis. Before radiosurgery, the mean number of frames taken out was 35 (median 15, range 0-135) and at 1 year was also 35 (median 15, range 0-150). Moreover, the images were spatially normalized into the standard anatomical space (e.g., Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates [SPM-MNI]). We also used spatial smoothing using a Gaussian filter and a full width at high maximum of 6 mm. The voxel size generated from the above acquisition parameters was oversampled to 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 . We employed no sedation so as not to interfere with resting-state brain activity by any means.
Resting-State fMRI Network Extraction and Analysis
Two individuals who were not involved in patient selection, the radiosurgery procedure, or follow-up course examined the resting-state data (C.T. and D.V.D.V.). Grouplevel independent component analysis (ICA) was applied to deconstruct rs-fMRI data into components of temporally coherent spontaneous activity using GIFT ICA Toolbox (http://icatb.sourceforge.net). 6 The data-driven analytical approach we employed considered only the data of the pretherapeutic cases (n = 17, ET patients). We made this choice to limit variability, which might have been induced by also including the healthy controls and the group with the higher MR signature volume 1 year after SRS-T. The total number of components was conventionally fixed at 20. This is a scenario commonly used in the literature for identifying large-scale distributed networks. We verified all maps at the group level and further excluded no component, as all were considered to display neurologically relevant spatial patterns. An overview of these components can be found in our previously published papers. 33, 36 In the present report, we show only the statistically significant networks and their respective interconnected clusters. Using spatial regression, healthy control rs-fMRI data, as well as the 1-year after SRS-T time points, were projected on the respective networks, and the values from the reference cluster extracted.
rs-fMRI Statistical Analysis and Evaluation of Potential Confounders
Two types of statistical analysis were performed and are further reported in the Results section. We first performed a 2-sample t-test using two groups, at the level of each component: group 1 (n = 8), with an MR signature volume < 0.063 ml (which was the median MR signature volume 1 year after SRS-T), and group 2 (n = 9), with an MR signature volume ≥ 0.063 ml. These two groups did not significantly differ by age (p = 0.16), duration of symptoms (p = 0.13), baseline ADL (p = 0.62), ADL point decrease at 1 year (p = 0.32), time to tremor arrest (p = 0.65), and baseline TSTH (p = 0.11). There was a higher TSTH point decrease at 1 year in patients with larger MR signatures (group 2), with a mean of -13.222 ± 2.921, compared with -9.375 ± 3.029 in group 1 (p = 0.049).
We also performed an ANOVA as implemented in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12) as a flexible factorial model, on each component, by using individual subject-level maps and the continuous values of 1-year MR signatures, correlated with baseline IC values. For both analyses, Bonferroni correction was used to address the number of models (n = 20). We further reported corrected p values using conventional cluster-level familywise error (FWE) correction.
Stata (version 11, StataCorp LLC) was used to determine the correlation between IC and MR signature values, as well as the previously detailed standard tremor scores.
Results
Two-Sample t-Test at the Level of Each Network
Two networks were statistically significant: 1) network 3, including the brainstem, motor cerebellum, bilateral thalamus, and left supplementary motor area (SMA; p FWE = 0.004, cluster size = 94), interconnected with the red nucleus (MNI -2, -22, -32); and 2) network 4, including the brainstem, posterior insula, bilateral thalamus, and left SMA (p FWE = 0.002, cluster size = 106), interconnected with the left SMA (MNI 24, -28, 44).
For network 3 ( Fig. 2A) , in the respective cluster, pretherapeutic ET IC was higher than that in healthy controls, and decreased to median values close to those of healthy controls 1 year after SRS-T (Fig. 2B) . Furthermore, the median pretherapeutic IC values were negative in group 1 and close to zero in group 2 (Fig. 2C) . Thus, higher MR signatures were associated with higher pretherapeutic IC values (p = 0.004, FWE corrected).
For network 4 ( Fig. 3A) , in patients with ET, differences between 1-year and pretherapeutic IC values (Fig.  3B ) correlated with a TSTH decrease in points (Spearman rank correlation coefficient = 0.02). Furthermore, in the respective cluster, pretherapeutic ET IC was zero, while in the healthy controls it was slightly positive, and increased to slightly positive median values close to those in healthy controls 1 year after SRS-T (Fig. 3C) . Furthermore, the median pretherapeutic IC values were slightly negative in group 1 and became even more negative 1 year after SRS-T; in group 2 they were slightly positive and became even more positive 1 year after SRS-T (Fig. 3D ). This network reflects higher and positive pretherapeutic IC values associated with higher MR signature volumes (p = 0.002, FWE corrected). In contrast, hyporesponders presented negative pretherapeutic IC values.
MR Signature as a Continuous Value
One network (number 9) was statistically significant and included IC between parts of the anterior defaultmode network (DMN) and bilateral thalamus (p FWE = 0.004, cluster size = 73) with the cerebellar lobule V (MNI -12, -70, -22; Fig. 4A ). In the respective cluster, pretherapeutic ET IC was higher and slightly positive compared with healthy controls (negative values), and decreased to median values 1 year after SRS-T (Fig. 4B) . Furthermore, higher MR signature volumes were associated with higher pretherapeutic IC (p = 0.004, FWE corrected; Fig. 4C ). In contrast, radiological hyporesponders had negative IC values.
Discussion
The present study evaluates the possibility of predicting the 1-year MR signature volume after SRS-T, based only on pretherapeutic rs-fMRI, as a noninvasive neuroimaging assessment acquired with minimal patient compliance. Three networks were statistically significant; the core of these networks is the bilateral thalamus. In addition, one could also see the parts of the brainstem, posterior insula, anterior DMN, and left SMA. The interconnected clusters are mainly the red nucleus, left SMA, and motor cerebellum lobule V. The network including the DMN and bilateral thalamus, interconnected with the motor cerebellum lobule V, showed a nice and linear correlation between pretherapeutic IC values and 1-year MR signature volumes. In fact, higher MR signature volumes were correlated with higher pretherapeutic IC values. This finding places the motor cerebellum as a calibrator between the thalamus on one side and the DMN on the other side, in MR signature appearance and volume after SRS-T. Here, we postulate that the cerebellum not only is involved in ET pathophysiology but also plays a major role in the development and volume of the MR reaction after SRS-T.
Aspects of the 1-year MR signature, such as when it appears, its volume, and clinical correlation with regard to SRS-T and the complexity of the radiobiology of SRS, remain fascinating research questions. We postulate that the thalamus most probably plays a central role due to its presence in all the reported networks. A specific and abnormal functional connectivity profile with regard to this targeted anatomical structure might be a key part in understanding the different types of MR signatures. By its multiple functions, acting as a hub, the thalamus is relaying infor-
FIG. 2.
First statistically significant result of the 2-sample t-test. Network 3 (A); in the respective cluster, pretherapeutic ET IC was higher than that of healthy controls, and decreased to median values close to those of healthy controls 1 year after SRS-T (B). Furthermore, the median pretherapeutic IC values were negative in group 1 and close to zero in group 2 (C).
mation between different subcortical areas and the cerebral cortex, contributing to normal brain homeostasis. The appearance of the anterior insula in another network is not astonishing. In the context of ET, recent studies have specified an increased functional connectivity of sensory motor and salience networks, compared with healthy controls. 15 Furthermore, in a previous report, 34 we suggested a reorganization of salience networks after SRS-T. We postulated that the insula would act as an integral hub in generating an appropriate behavioral response to salient stimuli. 26 The present report would additionally confirm a role for this structure in the development of a particular MR signature, while having a specific abnormal functional connectivity profile. Furthermore, we observed parts of the anterior DMN. In a recent report, we suggested that pretherapeutic IC between the anterior DMN and Brodmann's area 10 would be predictive of tremor arrest after SRS-T. 33 Moreover, in the same report, IC within another network, containing the bilateral thalamus and motor cerebellum lobule V, also found in the present analysis, was predictive of a decrease in tremor amplitude on the treated hand. 33 Lobule V is mainly associated with motor control. Furthermore, motor and somatosensory representations show largely overlapping activation patterns, with a major cluster focused in lobule V. 32 With regard to the SMA, it is interconnected with numerous structures by both efferent (including multiple basal ganglia structures such as the putamen, caudate, and ventrolateral and ventral anterior thalamus [targeted in our patients]) and afferent (basal ganglia [ventrolateral and anterior thalamus], insula, midbrain, etc.) connections.
The correlation between 1-year MR signature volume and clinical response has been the subject of constant research in the Marseille group, which recently reviewed 169 cases, with neurological data obtained in 91 of them. Second statistically significant result of the 2-sample t-test. Network 4 (A); differences in IC between 1 year and pretherapeutic (B) correlated with the TSTH decrease in points (Spearman rank correlation coefficient = 0.02). Furthermore, in the respective cluster, pretherapeutic ET IC was zero, while in the healthy controls it was slightly positive, and increased to slightly positive median values close to those in healthy controls 1 year after SRS-T (C). Moreover, the median pretherapeutic IC values were slightly negative in group 1 and became even more negative 1 year after SRS-T; in group 2 they were slightly positive and became even more positive 1 year after SRS-T (D).
signature and percentage of tremor reduction (Pearson's correlation coefficient = 0.26, p = 0.0178). The amount of edema surrounding the lesion was found to be significantly related to clinical improvement (p = 0.022). The "cocade" pattern enhancement type 29 was strongly related to good outcome (p < 0.001), and the absence of enhancement to the absence of improvement (p < 0.00001, 62% vs 0.07%). We concluded that even though a significant correlation does exist between lesion volume, edema, and clinical improvement, concordance is far from being very strong and linear between the T1-weighted imaging appearance and clinical responses.
During the past three decades, Gamma Knife (GK) thalamotomy has been increasingly used as a minimally invasive, safe, and effective neurosurgical alternative 7, 22, 40 for drug-resistant ET. 27 Past histological evidence has been mainly limited to very few reports, one of which is the historical series of GK thalamotomy performed by Leksell for intractable pain and further reported by Steiner et al. 31 The radiation doses used were much higher, compared with what we currently prescribe (e.g., 130 Gy), while the reported error of the target placement as matched to the final result was as low as 1 mm. Furthermore, Leksell's view of the GK was clearly initially intended to mimic the lesional effects of a surgeon's knife, hence the name given to the radiosurgical device. The second histological study, by Kondziolka et al., 21 evaluated the effect of a 100-Gy radiation dose in the baboon. The authors concluded that radiosurgery of this dose (e.g., lower than in current clinical practice in Vim SRS) generates focal necrosis and axonal degeneration of the thalamus, 6 months after the procedure. More recently, the "cocade theory" 29 has been advocated, which proposes a neuromodulatory effect of Vim SRS, while considering 4 different zones in and around the target: necrotic, subnecrotic, neuromodulation, and no effect.
Our report has numerous possible limitations. The first limitation is the number of subjects. The second limitation could be considered the absence of data in a control group, 1 year after radiosurgery; nevertheless, recent studies have advocated the robustness and reproducibility of functional networks across multiple sessions, including 1 year apart. 19 A third limitation, which is more relative, is the usage of resting-state data, considered by some authors as not directly related to motor performance; however, we aimed to study network changes in the absence of any specific task. A fourth limitation is related to the study design and the assigned time points. In this regard, at which precise moment after SRS-T these changes appear in brain networks is difficult to establish. Moreover, the neurological assessment was not blinded. The anatomical position of some clusters, such as the red nucleus, should be cautiously interpreted due to the relatively low resolution of the fMRI in general.
We chose to use a data-driven approach that has already been widely applied for rs-fMRI to retrieve signatures of major brain networks, as previously demonstrated by other authors. 1, 9 Moreover, we generated these networks using only the data of the pretherapeutic ET cases (n = 17) so as to avoid producing any artificial heterogeneity, which could have been induced by either the healthy controls themselves or by the patients with ET at 1 year after SRS-T. The projection of their time points on the pretherapeutic time points has further indicated how they differed from those of healthy controls and were altered in patients after this interventional procedure.
Conclusions
The intimate mechanisms by which some patients develop different types of 1-year MR signatures despite a standard targeting SRS-T procedure remain unknown. We postulate in this study that an abnormal resting-state functional connectivity profile might play a role. The most interesting network is the one with bilateral thalamus and DMN, interconnected with the cerebellum. It has been suggested that the cerebellum plays a role in the pathophysiology of tremor in general and ET in particular. Here, we postulate that it calibrates the thalamo-DMN circuitry and plays a crucial role in higher MR signatures, corresponding to hyperresponders to SRS-T.
